Log Cabin Today! Presented by Brigitte Morgenroth - See her Quilt “Raureif ~ White Frost”

TQS continues its feature of quilts from the exhibit Log Cabin Today! Presented by Brigitte Morgenroth, a series of log cabin quilts created by Brigitte Morgenroth that were featured at the Houston International Quilt Festival in 2015. The exhibit is described as:

"Twenty-five years ago, Brigitte Morgenroth discovered quilting when she lived in Bophuthatswana (a former homeland in South Africa) and Libya. She creates modern and interesting Log Cabin quilts, with her choice of expressive colors and material, combined in different variations and arrangements: Log Cabin with a twist, triangular, undulating, or pineapple. Silk and polyester satin are her favorite materials, sometimes combined with patterned cotton. Mainly, she sews large quilts and sometimes smaller, more sophisticated ones. All of her quilts are hand-quilted. She gives this old pattern a modern, interesting character."

Please enjoy Brigitte's eleventh quilt from the exhibition.

Title of Quilt: Raureif ~ White Frost

Quilter's Name: Brigitte Morgenroth

Raureif ~ White Frost
by Brigitte Morgenroth

Kassel
Germany
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

Techniques: Hand-quilted, machine pieced

Even using one colored fabric, the criss-cross sewing of the Log Cabin shows the pattern. Some golden sparkles are seen.